
WHAT IS THE BOWEN TECHNIQUE? 
 
The treatment involves light rolling movements over muscles, tendons and ligaments 
which carefully trigger nerve endings. No hard tissue manipulation or force is used as 
the particular nerves involved do not respond to hard pressure. Between the sets of 
moves there are breaks for the body to absorb the moves and to naturally respond. The 
theory is that gentle moves over precise points of the body can prompt the body’s 
innate ability to relieve pain, restriction and imbalance without the need for deep, 
manipulative or forceful treatment.  
 
The treatment can be made through clothing. It is an Australian technique developed by 
Tom Bowen in the 1950’s. It is also used on horses and dogs. The light pressure enables 
it to be used in hospitals and hospices. It is used in the NHS.  Top level sports 
personalities use Bowen before games to maintain their optimal body alignment when 
this is critical to their performance. Bowen is being widely used for sports injuries as 
well, with rugby clubs and premiership football clubs showing interest. Not only do 
sportsmen report fewer injuries when treated regularly but they also notice enhanced 
performance. The adventurer Bear Grylls is a fan. He used Bowen after a parachute 
accident. 

The average number of treatments clients receive is typically between 3 and 4, taken a 
week apart. If an injury has just occurred, then the recovery will be much quicker than 
with a chronic issue and so the number of treatments will be less. The sessions last just 
under 1 hour and cost £50. Some find maintenance treatments spread perhaps a month 
apart keep issues under control.  

The connective tissue in the body is the focus of the technique. (Bowen is a fascial 
release technique). To give a common example a client hurts their knee, then later 
through painful walking their pelvis gets out of balance. Later stress may be felt further 
up at their shoulder through the connective tissue links to the pelvis. The solution to their 
shoulder pain will not lie in focusing work only on their shoulder but in a more general 
re balancing of the whole body structure from the knee upwards. 
Because the sessions are relatively long at just under one hour there is sufficient time. 

This technique is commonly used for the following presentations:  
 
• Muscular and skeletal problems in the neck, shoulder, hip, knees, ankle and back, 
including sciatica • Frozen shoulder, tennis and golf elbow, R.S.I. and carpal tunnel  
• Whiplash and sports injuries • Fibromyalgia. ME.• Problems with posture and body 
alignment • Migraine and recurring headaches. Tinnitus. Sinusitis.• Bell's Palsy, 
Multiple Sclerosis, Parkinson's Disease • Also, difficulties suffered by stroke victims  
• Respiratory, bronchial and related conditions such as hay fever and asthma  
• Digestive problems such as IBS . Infant colic.• Arthritis • Hormonal, pregnancy and 
fertility problems. Gynaecological problems• Stress management, ME, fatigue and 
sleep problems.• Lymphodoema. Kidney problems • Stress.  

For further information please do contact Graham Taylor jerseyremedy@gmail.com or   
Tel 07797 720828   Treatment room 12 Conway st       www.bowenjersey.com
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